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Models for computer control of the SIAC three-knorceter 
linear accelerator and damping rings have been developed as 
part of the control system for the Stanford Linear Collider. 
Some of these models have bees tested experimentally and im-
plemm'cd in the control program for routine finae operations. 
This paper will describe the development and implementation 
of these models, as well as some or the operational results. 

Introduction 
More than a dozen mathematical models1 will be needed 

for on-line computer calculation of the strengths or the mag
netic components in the Linte, Damping Rings, the Bending 
Arcs, the final Focus Region, and the transport beamlines con
necting these systems in the Stanford Linear Collider |SLC) 
At least as many computer models wilt be required to correct 
the effects or errors in these systems. This work will call for 
the close collaboration of many accelerator physicists and pro
grammer! to develop and test these models, and to implement 
them into the SIX' control program. Hecause of the coniDlext-
ties of this task, it i.s necessary that everyone involved follows 
the same procedure in the design and implementation of mod
els into the rontrol program. 

Over llii pa-si eighteen months, we have developed and in-
si nMi-'i models Tor the first 10 sectors of thuLinac, the Damping 
Ring, and t!ie transport bcatiiline between the Linac and the 
Damping King ll.TK] In all of our tvurk, we have followed a 
simple three part procedure. (1) Ae&m the dfwigu objectives; 
(2) ehoose a method of modeling to achieve these objective; 
(3) apply the method to specific cases. Since all of the existing 
models have been found to be satisfactory, w* will follow this 
prucedure in the dfeugn and implementation of the future mod
els required for other systems in the SLC. The purpose of this 
paper is to desrnbe our design and implementation procedure, 
and In discuss some or the operational experiences cssurialed 
with the models (hat we have completed. 

Design Objectives 
We have learned from our experience in maintaining and 

modifying the modi-ling codes in the I'rP and SI'KAIt routrul 
programs that we must define our design objectives for the HLC 
modeling eodi* carefully Some of the design requirements are-

1 Jiach of the off-liue null* used in the design of an SW 
system should 1M* an on-line model. 

2 Kach of the off-line codes used in the study of such a 
system should also lie an on-line model. 

-1 farh m ide] should be a self-rontained module which 
calculates the value of an output vertor for a given value 
of an input verinr-

•I. The values of the input and output vectors should be 
obtained from the database of the control program. 

A. Streamlined modeling codes should be used only after 
ibi1 accelerator sjsiem is throughly debugged and un
derstood 

For initial operation of machines under computer control, 
it is very important that the on-line models of the systems are 
the same as those used in the design calculations and error 
studies. Tlnn, all tbose codes used for the final beatnluw de
sign of the SLC will be included in the control program. The 
primary reason for initially incorporating the off-line programs 
is to eliminate the errors associated with reprogramming and 
restructuring of the nr Jels, Since the control model is the de
sign model, the modris work by definition albeit a system may 
not perform as predicted by the modeling. If such an event oc
curs, it would be reasonable to investiestc errors in the other 
areas |design, fabrication, installation, or calibration) hut not 
to be concerned with the accuracies of the modeling. Inclusion 
of design codes should encourage the machine designers to par
ticipate in the initial operation of the systems as well as in the 
experimental verification of the design models. 

A drawback to putting the designer's models on-line is that 
such programs are typically large, general purpose routines 
which require relatively large amounts of computer memory 
and are not as fast as one would like for an automated con
trol system. Once a new system has been brought up and 
undcrsluud, new streamlined and speedier models should be 
developed and installed in place tJ the origmai design etidta. 
To ease, the profess of mode! modification and replacement it 
is inipurtanl thai modeling codes are modular Hi nature, Thin 
is accomplished by requiring I lie specific modeling codes to ac
cept input veriors and to return output vectors of information 
to appropnale driver programs. Model replacement then be
comes a minor local zed perturbation to the control system. 

f'ornmunicaiinn through the database is a tool by which 
modularity of modeling can he insured. Cs-e of the database 
also allows simultaneous development of interacting models by 
several different people Database communication provides a 
well structured method by which modeling can communicate 
with those portions of the control program associated with the 
amid adjustments of power Mlpphra ulid<- alw isolating the 
task of modeling from the remainder or the control system. 
The deiails of power supply control become transparent to the 
modeler 

Models 
From a modeling pojnt of view, it is considered to be poor 

praeriee to operate the accelerator 1} twe.-ikin;; power supplies. 
I '̂ ing a mode], it i> jHe.,ihle to adjusi ihe -.aluc of any of the 
l"-ani piranieters which are clement? in an input vector How
ever, given that a power supply output tuis ehanged, models 
enable a user to predict the effects on the beam This corre
sponds to finding the lalue of an input vector, given kncwD 
values of an output vertor in terms of power supply sellings. 
A ni>idel b useful in the sludy of a system without actually ad
justing the system itself Such an "ignore hardware" feature 
allows a user to read Ihe extant system settings, to calrulate 
a change, and to predict the results of such a change before 
implementing I In- changes. In addition, models enable one to 
study the effects of errors in 3 system and the subsequent ef
fectiveness of schemes designed to compensate for such errors. 
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SLC models can be divided into three b ind categories ac
cording to the functions they perform: (A) to oompute the 
strengths of system elements which correspond to a set of de
sired parameters; (B) to calculate the strengths of correcting 
elements to reduce the effects caused by raws in a particular 
system; and (C) to facilitate normal machine operations with 
miscellaneous application codes nuich perform sundry specific 
tasks. Each region of the SLC will be characterized by a single 
type A model. Type A models are used for lattice design and 
for computation of machine functions (e.g. beam sizes, ma
chine tunas, transfer matrices, etc.) corresponding to a spec
ified machine configuration. Based on the system parameter 
values determined from the type A model, error correctkus 
will be computed by as many type B models as there are kinds 
of errors to be corrected. Type B models include programs to 
steer tbe beam to the centers of the Bnac irises or correct the 
closed orbit of a stored beam and to refocus the beam in com
pensation for changes in beam energy. Type C models comprise 
tbe remainder of the modeling type calculations. An important 
example of type C modeling is the case of models which predict 
the behavior of the beam in response to the variation of a sin
gle parameter or element in a system. While such models can 
be short tived in nature, they are indispensable for diagnosing 
hardware problems during the machine turn-on phase. 

ID general, each of the models can be lonsidered to be a 
stand alone cunputer code which computes tbe valueof an out
put vector corresponding to the value of a desired input vector. 
Input vectors to the models include the users's specifications, 
usually entered from options selected using a touch panel, as 
wt.ll as other necessary data which is stored in the computer 
database. The information in the output vector is in turn saved 
in th j database or on library files. Database entries have been 
reserved for informal inn relating to the state of elements in the 
accelerator. This includes, for example: the locations, lengths, 
current settings and integrated field strengths of magnets; the 
beam energy gain associated with each klystron; and the lo
cations ot beam position monitors. Information resulting from 
a modeling calculation that is not involved with the setting of 
power supplies (such as the calculated machine functions or the 
results of calculations which will appear on a graphics display) 
is not included in the database but is stored in local data files. 

TRANSPORT2 was used to develop the bousing for the 
I.inac and to design the beam transport system which con
nects the Damping Ring and the Ljnac (LTR). Subsequently, 
the system models (type A) describing these regions are rep
resented by the respective TRANSPORT dalaseia that were 
used in the system design statics. Similarly, COMFORT3 was 
used io the ease of the Damping Ring; the design COMFORT 
dalaset represents the present control model of the Damping 
Ring. Examples of type B models for these regions are the tra
jectory correction codes. The models communicate with the 
database in physical units (e.g. meters for longitudinal posi
tion in the accelerator, CeV for beam energy, kG-ra for dipole 
magnet settings, kG for integrated quadrupole gradient, etc.). 
Tbe conversions of tbe magnet field values to power supply 
settings are considered to be type C modeling. 

Application! 
At present, the first 10 sectors of the Linae, the Injector, 

the Damping Ring, and the Linae to Damping Ring trans
port line (LTR) have been fully instrumented with SLC type 

quadripoles, corrector dipoles, and beam position monitors. 
Only those beam position monitors in the1; first sector of the 
Linac have the associated electronics to allow them to be read
out using tbe control computer. 

Since September 1983, the SLC type magnetic elements 
have been controlled using recently developed software. Mod
eling for these regions consists primarily of tbe type A lattice 
design programs and sundry machine function displays. In ad
dition, several applications codes have been written and tested. 
A brief description of the modeling for the instrumented re
gions is given below in ord-T to illustrate our modeling proce
dure. 

Linac Type A system design models for Linae control con
sist of TRANSPORT datasets which describe the benmline ele
ments in each of tbe linac sectors. These datasets are updated 
according to initial beam properties, klystron gain settings, 
and desired betatron phase advance in the SLC FODO array. 
TRANSPORT is used to accomplish the mathematical fitting 
of magnet strengths and the determination of machine tnn*. 
tions. The output vector, consisting of calculated quadrupole 
strengths and selected transfer matrix elements, is saved is tbe 
database for use by magnet supply control programs and by 
type B and C models. A group of displays and diagnostic rou
tines have been written to aid in both tbe normal operation of 
the Linac and during the weekly SLC machine physics experi
ments. Perhaps tbe most useful of such models is a display of 
tbe predicted beam size along the length of tbe Linac. given 
the operating values of quadrupole strengths and klysi roc pow
ers. This beam simulator is used to help determine I he effects 
of arbitrary changes in the complement (if beamline elements 
and to explain observed changes in the boam. Thifl rouline is 
used to deride whether additional adjustment and calculation 
arc required when operating conditions change. A similar pro
gram predicts tbe position of the beam in the Linac, subject to 
launching conditions, corrector dipole settings, quadrupole val
ues, and beam energy. Once the beam position monitors hare 
come on-line, the position simulator wiU be used extensively in 
the development of automated beam steering algorithms. Lo
cations of the magnetic centers of linsc quadrupoles have been 
explored using a quadrupole shunting program; the generation 
of calculated beam trajectory distortions hare been used to 
diagnose dipole calibration errors. An emiltanre measuring 
model has been used to determine the phase space orientation 
of the beam injected into the Linac.4 

Damping Ring The type A design model for the Damping 
Ring lattice consists of a COMFORT dataset which describes 
tne qoadrupak* and bending magnets* in the ring lattice. This 
dataset is upuated to reflect the periodicity conditions of the 
machine functions in the repeated cells and tbe desired beta
tron tunes in the ring. COMFORT determines tbe strengths 
of the quadrupole magnets as required by the values of fitting 
conditions in the dataset. The output vector, consisting of 
calculated quadrupole strengths and selected transfer matrix 
elements is saved in the database for use by tbe magnet supply 
control programs and by type B and C models, such ss models 
for closed orbit and eta correction. Tbe values of the machine 
functions at the point of injection from the LTR are also saved 
in the database as a matching condition for the LTR. 
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LT.R The TRANSPORT datasel used to design the LTR 
has been incorporated into the control program. This design 
dataset is updated with respect to the beam leaving the Liuac 
along with the required Damping Ring machine functions, as 
determined by the Damping Ring models, and then used with 
TRANSPORT to find the desired set of magnet strengths. Cal
culated magnet strengths are saved in the database. Displays 
of beam sizes and eta functions corresponding to the current 
magnet settings enable users to study the effects of tweaking 
individual power supplies. It has been obvious from the on
set of Lmac and LTR modeling that TRANSPORT is too stow 
and memory intensive for use in the control system. At present, 
some of the functions! tasks of TRANSPORT are being accom
plished with the use of COMFORT. In the case of the Linac, 
COMFORT is being used to determine machine functions for 
a given set of element strengths. Eventually, COMFORT will 
!,/> used for the lattice design calculations. The replacement 
of TRANSPORT by COMFORT is expected to be transparent 
to the user because of the modularity of the modeling system. 
In addition to the usual lattice and *rror correction programs, 
we have found the beam simulators to be extremely impor
tant models. They bave been used to diagnose energy errors, 
magnet calibrations, broken power supplies and to successfully 
design focusing latlires when there has been insufficient knowl
edge, time, or desire lo perform an analytical calculation. 

Concilia iona 

Wo have developed a procedure at design and implementa
tion of mathematical accelerator models which are used in the 
computer control system or the SLC, These models are used 
to generate magnet strengths which are on-line solutions lo 
the bearr dynamics problems. In addition, such models allow 
the users to tweak beam parameters and to study the effects 
of changes in individual br-amline elements. The models are 
datasel driven to simplify the process ot implementation, modi
fication, and replacement (by improved modeling schemes). To 
a targe degree, we believe that any measure of success in the 
modeling can be attributed to the careful selection of design 
procedure and strict adherence 10 the procedure. The uniform 

structure of our modeling keeps the system flexible by facil
itating the process of modifying and replacing specific model 
algorithms. 

The task of developing and implementing the on-line con
trol models has been assigned to a group of accelerator physi
cists and programmers, who are members of the Accelerator 
Physics department and the Instrumentation and Control de
partment at SLAC. Accelerator physicists worked out the de
sign and correction procedures and then turned the codes over 
to the programmers Tor implementation into the control sys
tem. The accelerator nbysicists also specified the input/output 
vectors to be saved in the database/files, as well as the infor
mation Tor the displays and data entries. The programmers 
participated with the machine physicists in the operation of the 
accelerator systems under the computer model control. This 
cl jse coll? Deration betweeo the accelerator physicists and pro-
giamme;s has turned out to be an important factor in our 
success. 
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